Are You Ready for E-Ministry?
Through the modern technology of the WorldWide Web we can make available Christian
apologetics to believers, seekers, and skeptics worldwide. Through the use of electronic mail (e–mail), we
can offer personalized responses to questions raised by seekers, skeptics, and believers alike.
Like the Roman Roads of the first century, today the Internet is a worldwide electronic computer
communication network that the Church needs to utilize, sending bold, thoughtful, trained
apologists worldwide, using this modern, God-given technology.

by Keith Seabourn
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..Please help me. I recently began looking into the claims for Christianity and
the Bible and was given Josh McDowell’s Evidence That Demands A Verdict. I became convinced about the
reality of the Christian faith only to
have it shattered by [an atheistic] web
site. Basically it tears the evidence for
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be busy but I am really in need on
some proof that Jesus and the Bible are
real. I am not a Christian yet and the
[other website] article is a major obstacle to me making a commitment to
Christ. Therefore please E-mail me
with some answers or direct me to
somewhere that has answers. Thank
you, Martin.
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“1996 was the first year in which more
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their life's questions. Is your ministry
prepared to help Martin using the
communication medium he prefers?
Are you using the modern–day Roman
road to travel the world and minister
in diverse locations?
E–Ministry is electronic ministry
via the Internet that provides a 24
hour–a–day, 7 day–a–week presence
anywhere in the world. E–Ministry has
tremendous benefits in allowing you
to affect the way people think and live.
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